The quality of Breezefree’s products is excellent. Their safety is
impeccable. They are also very adaptable and helpful.
They are a great team.
CHRISTOPHER JAMES
SNR. CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
LENDLEASE
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INTRODUCTION

Driven by our passion for outdoor living, Breezefree has been designing
and installing alfresco spaces for 20 years, and we love what we do. Expertise
gained over this time has brought us many high-profile clients, building
Breezefree’s reputation as the company of choice for all things alfresco.
Our dynamic team can provide you with ingenious ideas that will bring
your vision to life. We are constantly developing our products in exciting
new ways with some of the world’s top designers and manufacturers,
resulting in an organically evolving product range that is unparalleled.
Our in-house manufacturing and quality control mean that excellence
is guaranteed.
Whether you have a modest street-level area to enclose or an ambitious
roof terrace to cover, our experienced customer service, design, and project
management teams will support you from first contact right through to
installation and after-care, making the whole process a breeze.
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BARRIERS

Café Screens at Cha Cha Moon, Soho

The possibilities are almost endless with Breezefree’s
range of barriers. From portable stainless steel posts
with baseplates and flexible panels through to
ground-fixed barriers with rigid panels, there is a
combination for any situation.
Most of our screens are manufactured in-house,
making them the highest quality on the UK market,
and giving us the capability to offer bespoke options,
such as powder-coated colours or wooden posts
and panels, to suit unusual requests.
• Ideal for branding and advertising.
• Stable in winds up to Storm Force 12.
• A wide range of materials and customised options.
• Portable or permanently fixed.
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BARRIERS

CAFÉ SCREENS

SMARTSCREENS

GLASS BARRIERS

Stainless steel posts and bases with
branded canvas barriers to enclose your
space and promote your brand.

Our most popular and versatile barrier system
made from quality fabrics and marine-grade
stainless steel, on portable bases or in ground
sockets.

Custom glass barriers and balustrades up to
2.2m tall help with noise-reduction
and protection from the wind.
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BARRIERS

TERRACE SCREENS

RISING SCREENS

CUSTOM BARRIERS

Rigid barriers with customisable glass
and aluminium frames.

Vertically extending and retracting glass
screens and balustrades.

Breezefree can design and build custom
barriers for almost any environment.
If you have an idea, why not talk to us and see
if we can make it a reality?
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PARASOLS

Strongwind Parasols at Chiquito, Greenwich

Attractive and practical, Breezefree’s extensive range
of commercial parasols are suitable for most outdoor
spaces. Whatever the weather, they provide reliable
shelter while enhancing your look with a wide variety
of customised options.
• Adjustable overhead shelter, come rain or shine.
• Design your own look with a range of colour
options and endless printing possibilities.
• Fully serviceable, durable construction.
• Create an inviting, warm ambience with optional
electric heaters and lighting.
• Removable or permanently installed according to
location.
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PARASOLS

STRONGWIND PARASOLS

VORTEX PARASOLS

COMMERCIAL PARASOLS

Large, commercial-grade parasols with a strong
wind-resistance.

Extra-strong parasols with a tensile PVC roof,
designed to cope with the extremes of UK
weather conditions, they can be left
open permanently.

Commercial-grade parasols in a wide
range of sizes.
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PARASOLS

LIGHT DUTY PARASOLS

CANTILEVER PARASOLS

TIMBER FRAME PARASOLS

Versatile, lightweight commercial parasols.
Ideal where portability is a major requirement.

High quality parasols with masts located to
the side and a variety of fixing options.

Contract quality parasols with wooden
frames and masts.
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Vortex parasols at
Leicestershire County Cricket Club

AWNINGS

Victorian Awnings at Burger & Lobster, Soho

Breezefree’s awnings come in a wide variety of
designs, ranging from traditional manual Victorian
styles, through to modern motorised folding arm
awnings. Ideal for most locations and budgets, their
combination of reliability and distinctive style will
help your venue stand out from the crowd.
• Flexible shade and shelter including retractable
awnings or fixed options.
• Motorised or manual operation.
• Create your own look with a range of colour
options and endless printing possibilities.
• Fully serviceable, durable construction.
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AWNINGS

FOLDING-ARM AWNINGS

DROP-ARM AWNINGS

FIXED AWNINGS

Robust and modern commercial-grade
folding-arm awnings which can be customised
to suit your premises.

Manual awnings with supporting drop-arms
to the side and a modern finish.

Custom, fixed wedge awnings and sun blinds
can come in almost any size and are perfect
for branding possibilities.
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AWNINGS

VICTORIAN AWNINGS

BUTTERFLY AWNINGS

Manual drop-arm awnings perfect for traditional shop front
and listed buildings.

Two folding-arm awnings fixed back-to-back on a free-standing frame.
These can be installed permanently or on weighted bases.
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Folding-arm awnings at
The Fence, London

SAILS

Fixed Sails at D’Pary’s, Bedford

With their natural combination of practicality and
stylishness, Sail Shades make a real statement.
They provide generous shade, while their clean
curves bring a touch of architectural elegance to any
commercial space.
• Endlessly versatile, and ideal for irregular spaces
• Combinations of shape, size and colour make a bold
design statement
• Retractable options available
• Wall-mounted or free-standing
• Stable in winds up to Storm Force 12
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SAILS

FIXED SAILS

RETRACTABLE SAILS

Elegant fabric canopies up to 8m across, which can be fixed to posts
or surrounding structures.

Sails which can be retracted manually or via a motor,
rolling up around a central shaft.
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PERGOLAS

Pitched Pergolas at Charlotte’s, London

Providing fully adjustable shade and shelter over a
wide area, pergola awnings make the perfect
choice for larger terrace spaces. Constructed
from durable materials and with minimal maintenance
required, they are effectively an alternative to
building an extension.
• Particularly well suited to covering large areas.
• Metal pergola (steel, aluminium) or wooden
pergola options available in a range of colours.
• Motorised adjustment of shade and shelter.
• Wall supported or free standing.
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PERGOLAS

PITCHED

FLAT

FREE-STANDING

Retractable pergola awnings with a
pitched roof to allow water run-off.

A flat retractable pergola with festooned fabric to
allow water to run off the sides.

Pergola Awnings can be totally free-standing,
either on front and back legs or back-to-back
with a central structure and cantilever arms.
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LOUVRES

Tilting, retracting louvred roof - Bōkan, Canary Wharf

Adjustable louvred roofs are the ultimate in contemporary
styling for outdoor spaces. The partnership of modern
clean lines and superior engineering means louvre
panels make a design statement, while providing
perfectly adjustable shade and shelter.
• Suitable for large and small areas alike.
• Aluminium louvres and frame.
• Integrated guttering.
• Integrated lighting options available.
• Adjustable glass sides and flexible screens
options.
• The roof of the Aerolux model offers unsurpassed
resistance to draughts and rain.
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LOUVRES

TILTING LOUVRES

TILTING & RETRACTABLE LOUVRES

A standard louvred roof has motorised slats which rotate to allow
sunlight adjustment, or to keep the rain out.

As well as offering tilting slats, retractable louvres can also be stacked
at one end of the structure, opening the roof by up to 75%.
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WINDOWS & DOORS

Upwards opening Panora View doors - shown open

Vertically-sliding insulated glass windows and doors
offer seamless integration into virtually any building
envelope, providing uninterrupted panoramic views.
They can either retract downwards to allow for a
cool summer breeze while defining the threshold,
or upwards to create a wide, seamless entrance.
• Up to 5.5m wide.
• Up to 5m tall.
• An appealing alternative to bi-fold doors.
• Ideal for eye-catching printing and branding.
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WINDOWS & DOORS

PANORA VIEW

SLIDING GLASS

BI-FOLD GLASS

Up to 5m wide and 5m tall, these motorised
sliding windows by Libart allow for amazing
panoramic views and dynamic spaces which
can be used all year round.

Classic sliding glass doors can be fitted to
most pergolas, louvred and glass roof
structures, allowing for complete enclosure

Bi-fold glass doors can be opened
and stacked to one side.
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GLASS ROOFS

SolaGlide Glass Roof at Cubana, London

Libart’s range of retractable insulated glass roofs,
skylights and enclosures, exclusively available through
Breezefree in the UK, bring stylish shelter to virtually
any outdoor space whilst preserving natural sunlight.
• Up to 27m span, and limitless length.
• Retractable pool-houses.
• Lean-to or free-standing.
• A dynamic alternative to skylights.
• Ideal for eye-catching printing and branding.
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GLASS ROOFS

SOLAGLIDE

RETRACTABLE ROOFS

Sliding glass roofs and skylights retracting
upwards or downwards by up to 75%.

Fully retractable lean-to structures
and pitched roofs.
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BESPOKE FIXED GLASS
ROOFS
Breezefree can design and build bespoke,
fixed glass roofs and canopies for your
establishment.
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THANK YOU

It was a pleasure to work with Breezefree who have a very
professional approach, Nothing phased them, and they pulled
out all the stops to install within a very tight time scale.
NICK LANGTREE
ASSOCIATE CONTRACTS DIRECTOR
FILETURN LTD. (PROJECT PRINCIPAL CONTRACTORS)
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LET’S TALK
We’d love to hear about your project
+44 (0)20 8877 3030 | hello@breezefree.com

Unit 7 | Mitcham Industrial Estate | Streatham Rd | Mitcham | CR4 2AP

